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Abstract
This research presents experiments carried out to improve the precision and recall of Dutch hypernym detection. To do so, we applied
a data-driven semantic relation finder that starts from a list of automatically extracted domain-specific terms from technical corpora,
and generates a list of hypernym relations between these terms. As Dutch technical terms often consist of compounds written in one
orthographic unit, we investigated the impact of a decompounding module on the performance of the hypernym detection system. In
addition, we also improved the precision of the system by designing filters taking into account statistical and linguistic information. The
experimental results show that both the precision and recall of the hypernym detection system improved, and that the decompounding
module is especially effective for hypernym detection in Dutch.
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1. Introduction
Structured lexical resources have been proven essential for
different language technology applications such as efficient
information retrieval, word sense disambiguation or coref-
erence resolution. Also from a business perspective, on-
tologies and user-specific taxonomies appear to be very
useful (Azevedo et al., 2015). Companies like to have their
own mono- or multilingual enterprise semantic resources,
but manual creation of structured lexical resources appears
to be a very cumbersome and expensive task. Therefore,
researchers have started to investigate how terminologi-
cal and semantically structured resources such as ontolo-
gies or taxonomies can be automatically constructed from
text (Biemann, 2005).
This paper focuses on the task of automatic hypernym de-
tection from text, which can be considered the central task
of automatic taxonomy construction. Detecting hyponym–
hypernym tuples consists in finding subtype-supertype re-
lations between terms of a given domain of interest. Differ-
ent approaches have been proposed to automatically detect
these hierarchical relations between terms.
Pattern-based approaches, which are inspired by the
work of Hearst (1992), deploy a list of lexico-syntactic
patterns able to identify hypernym pairs in text. An ex-
ample of these manually defined Hearst patterns is “NP
{, NP}* {,} or other NP”, as in “Bruises, wounds, bro-
ken bones or other injuries”, which results in three hyper-
nym pairs: (bruise, injury), (wound, injury) and (broken
bone, injury). The lexico-syntactic approach of Hearst has
been applied and further extended for English (Pantel and
Ravichandran, 2004) and various other languages such as
Romanian (Mititelu, 2008), French (Malaisé et al., 2004)
and Dutch (Lefever et al., 2014a). Researchers have defined
these lexico-syntactic patterns manually (Kozareva et al.,
2008), but also statistical and machine learning techniques
have been deployed to automatically extract these patterns
and to train hypernym classifiers (Ritter et al., 2009).
Other researchers have applied distributional approaches
to automatically find hypernym pairs in text (Caraballo,
1999; Van der Plas and Bouma, 2005). Distributional ap-
proaches start from the assumption that semantically re-

lated words tend to occur in similar contexts. The hyper-
nym detection task is then approached as a clustering task,
where semantically similar words are clustered together
and the hierarchical structure of the clustering is used to ex-
press the direction of the hypernym-hyponym relation. An
extension of this approach is the distributional inclusion hy-
pothesis, which has been the inspiration to use directional
similarity measures to detect hypernym relations between
terms (Lenci and Benotto, 2012). More recently, the poten-
tial of word embeddings, which are word representations
computed using neural networks, has been investigated to
predict hypernyms (Fu et al., 2014; Rei and Briscoe, 2014).
The morphological structure of terms has also been used as
an information source to extract hypernym–hyponym rela-
tions from compound terms (Tjong Kim Sang et al., 2011).
These morpho-syntactic approaches have shown to be
successful for technical texts, where a large number of the
domain specific terms appear to be compounds (Lefever et
al., 2014b). The latter approaches start from the assump-
tion that the full compound can be considered as the hy-
ponym, whereas the head term is then to be considered as
the hypernym term of the compound. Other approaches use
heuristics to extract hypernym relations from structured
(collaborative) resources such as Wikipedia. Ponzetto and
Strube (2011) use methods based on connectivity in the
Wikipedia network and lexico-syntactic patterns to auto-
matically assign hypernym labels to the relations between
Wikipedia categories. Navigli and Velardi (2010) use word
class lattices, or directed acyclic graphs, to develop a pat-
tern generalization algorithm trained on a manually anno-
tated training set, which is able to extract definitions and
hypernyms from web documents.
In this paper we propose a domain-independent approach
to automatically detect hyponym–hypernym relations be-
tween Dutch domain specific terms. To find hierarchi-
cal relations between terms, we propose a data-driven ap-
proach combining a lexico-syntactic pattern-based module,
a morpho-syntactic analyzer and a decompounding module.
Given the very productive compounding system in Dutch,
we expect to improve the recall of the hypernym detection
system by decompounding all Dutch terms. In addition, we



also investigate the impact of filtering the relations, based
on the results of automatic terminology extraction.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2., we describe the annotated data sets we constructed.
Section 3. presents our system, which combines fully auto-
matic term extraction with a data-driven hypernym detec-
tion approach. In Section 4., the experimental results are
discussed, while Section 5. formulates some conclusions
and ideas for future research.

2. Data Set Construction
In order to evaluate the impact of filtering and decom-
pounding on the hypernym detection performance, we con-
structed a development and a test corpus. The develop-
ment corpus consists of manually annotated, highly special-
ized texts for the dredging and financial domains in Dutch.
Dredging texts are annual reports from a Belgian dredg-
ing company, whereas the financial texts are news articles
from the business newspaper De Tijd. For the test corpus,
we used a technical manual for mobile screens. The devel-
opment corpus was used to tune the linguistic and statisti-
cal filtering of the terminology extraction output (See Sec-
tion 4.2.). Both the development and test corpus were man-
ually annotated with BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012). This
web-based tool was used to annotate all terms and named
entities and the hypernym relations between them. Figure 1
shows an example sentence in which 5 terms: persoonlijke
beschermingsmiddelen (English: personal protective equip-
ment), beschermingsmiddelen (English: protective equip-
ment), veiligheidsbril (English: safety goggles), bril (En-
glish: glasses) and handschoenen (English: gloves) and the
hypernym relations between those terms were annotated.
The annotation results were then exported and processed
into a gold standard. The manual annotation for the devel-
opment and test corpus allowed us to measure both preci-
sion and recall. Another advantage was that the evaluation
did not have to rely on general-purpose inventories, such
as WordNet, and could therefore also accurately evaluate
specialized terms which do not occur in lexical inventories.
Table 1 gives an overview of the number of hypernym re-
lations in the development en test corpora, which contain
each around 10,000 tokens.

Gold Standard # Relations in gold standard
Dredging (Development) 822
Financial (Development) 364
Technical manual (Test) 480

Table 1: Gold Standard relations per data set.

3. System Description
The hypernym detection system starts from a raw domain-
specific corpus that is first linguistically preprocessed by
means of the LeTs Preprocess toolkit (Van de Kauter et al.,
2013), which performs tokenization, Part-of-Speech tag-
ging, lemmatization and chunking. The preprocessed cor-
pus is then the input for both the terminology extractor and
the different modules of the hypernym detection system.

3.1. Terminology Extraction
In order to automatically extract domain specific terms
from our corpus, we applied the TExSIS terminology ex-
traction system (Macken et al., 2013). TExSIS is a hybrid
system, which first generates syntactically valid candidate
terms and then applies statistical filtering (termhood as im-
plemented by Vintar (2010), log-likelihood, etc.), resulting
in a list of domain specific single and multiword terms.
Examples of terms extracted by TExSIS are ’rupsbanden’
(caterpillar tracks) and ’brandstofinjectiepomp’ (fuel injec-
tion pump). The resulting term lists are then used to filter
the results of the hypernym detection. For example, the hy-
pernym detection system might discover that ’language’ is a
hypernym of ’English’. Although this is correct, it is likely
that for specialized technical texts, the user is not interested
in this particular relation and wants to focus on terms that
are relevant to the field, such as ’iron ore’ as a hyponym of
’primary raw materials’.
Apart from this original filtering, analysing the results of
the development corpus revealed some additional patterns
that could be used to further tune the terminology extraction
to the hypernym detection and improve the precision with-
out hurting the recall. The first correlation we discovered
between the extracted terms and the terms in the develop-
ment gold standard, was the termhood score. The higher
the termhood score of the extracted terms, the more likely
the term would appear in our gold standard. Figure 2 shows
the percentage of terms that were in the gold standard of the
development corpus out of all the terms with a termhood
score within a certain range.
Another correlation was discovered in the Part-of-Speech
tags of the terms. Terms in the gold standard had less di-
verse PoS tags than terms that were not in the gold standard
and were mostly restricted to less ’complicated’ PoS cat-
egories, such as a single noun or an adjective-noun com-
bination (see figure 3 and 4). More complex PoS cat-
egories such as ’Noun Preposition Determiner Adjective
Noun’ were never found in the gold standard. Based on
this information, we experimented with different filters on
the development corpus to find the ones that discarded the
most irrelevant terms, without rejecting terms present in the
gold standard.

3.2. Hypernym Detection
For the automatic extraction of Dutch hypernym relations,
we combined the lexico-syntactic pattern-based approach
and morpho-syntactic analyzer of Lefever et al. (2014a)
with a newly developed hypernym detection module inte-
grating decompounding information. The current system
takes as input a list of automatically extracted terms and a
linguistically preprocessed corpus, and generates a list of
hyponym–hypernym tuples.

3.2.1. Pattern-based Module
The first hypernym detection module is a pattern-based
module. The patterns are implemented as a list of regular
expressions containing lexicalized strings (e.g. like), iso-
lated Part-of-Speech tags (e.g. Noun) and chunk tags, which
consist of sequences of Part-of-Speech tags (e.g. Noun
Phrase). For a complete list of Dutch lexico-syntactic



Figure 1: Annotation of terms and hypernym relations in BRAT.

Figure 2: Likelihood that a term is in the gold standard of
the development corpus.

Figure 3: PoS sequences of terms not appearing in the hy-
pernym gold standard of the development corpus (N: noun,
ADJ: adjective, PREP: preposition, DET: determiner).

Figure 4: Part-of-Speech sequences of terms appearing in
the hypernym gold standard of the development corpus.

patterns, we refer to Lefever et al. (2014a). An ex-
ample of a Dutch pattern is NP, zoals NP {,NP}*
{(en/of) NP}, matching the test sentence veiligheidsfunc-
ties, zoals noodstopknoppen en beschermknoppen (En-
glish: safety features such as emergency stop buttons and
safety guards) and resulting in the hypernym-hyponym tu-
ples (veiligheidsfuncties, noodstopknoppen) and (veilighei-
dsfuncties, beschermkappen).

3.2.2. Morpho-syntactic Module
The second module starts from the automatically gener-
ated term list to generate hypernym–hyponym tuples based
on the morpho-syntactic structure of the terms. This ap-
proach is inspired by the head-modifier principle of Sparck
Jones (1979), which states that the head of the compound
refers to a more general semantic category, while the mod-
ifying part narrows down the meaning of the compound
term. Three different morpho-syntactic rules were imple-
mented:

single-word noun phrases. If Term1 is a suffix string of
Term2, Term1 is considered as a hypernym of Term2. Ex-
ample: (mat, deurmat) (English: (mat, doormat)).

multi-word noun phrases. If Term1 is the head term of
Term2, Term1 is considered to be a hypernym of Term2.
As the head of a noun phrase (NP) appears at the right edge
of a multiword in Dutch and English, the last constituent of
the NP is regarded as the head term. Example: (afstands-
bediening, draadloze afstandsbediening) (English: (remote
control, wireless remote control)).

noun phrase + prepositional phrase. If Term1 is the
first part of Term2 containing a noun phrase + preposition
+ noun phrase, Term1 is considered as the hypernym of
Term2. In Dutch, the head of a prepositional compound
phrase is situated at the left edge of the compound term.
Example: (Raad, Raad van State) (English: (Council,
Council of State)).

A qualitative analysis revealed that the morpho-syntactic
approach overgenerates because it has no information on
the validity of the remaining part of the compound. As an
example, we can refer to soil, which contains the term oil,
but the remaining part -s is not a valid lexeme. In addition,
the morpho-syntactic approach is also constrained by the
occurrence of both the hypernym and hyponym term in the
automatically extracted term list. To overcome both issues,
we implemented a third module that takes into account de-
compounding information for all domain specific terms.

3.2.3. Decompounding Module
As already mentioned, the right-hand part of a compound in
Dutch is the head and determines the meaning of the com-
pound, e.g. bediening+s+knoppen (English: control but-
tons), are a special type of knoppen (English: buttons).
This information can be used to find hypernyms, because
the head of the compound is mostly also the hypernym
of the compound, e.g. knoppen is a hypernym of bedi-
eningsknoppen. Compounds can be nested and especially
in technical texts, compounds of more than two compo-
nents frequently occur, such as [nood+stop]+knoppen (En-
glish: [emergency stop] buttons). To add decompounding



# relations in gold Patterns Morphosynt. Patterns and Decompounder All modules Filter 1 Filter 2standard = 480 Morphosynt. combined
Relations found 29 895 923 317 1091 970 961
Correct relations found 8 259 266 230 410 409 409
Precision 0.275862 0.289385 0.288191 0.725552 0.375802 0.421649 0.425598
Recall 0.016667 0.539583 0.554167 0.479167 0.854167 0.852083 0.852083

Table 2: Results for the test corpus.

information to our term list, we used the compound split-
ter of Macken and Teczan (in press), which is a hybrid
compound splitter for Dutch that makes use of corpus fre-
quency information and linguistic knowledge. The com-
pound splitting tool determines a list of eligible compound
constituents on the basis of word frequency information de-
rived from a PoS-tagged Wikipedia dump of 150 million
words extended with a smaller dynamically compiled fre-
quency list derived from the extraction corpus. Part-of-
speech information is used to restrict the list of possible
constituents. The compound splitter selects the split point
with the highest geometric mean of word frequencies of its

parts (Koehn and Knight, 2003): (
n∏

i=1

freqp)
1/n in which n

is the number of split points in the compound and freqp is
the frequency of the component parts. The compound split-
ter allows a linking-s between two component parts and can
be called recursively to deal with with nested compounds.
A qualitative analysis of the results revealed that this mod-
ule may overgenerate as well, for example with words
such as hand+schoenen (English: gloves, literal transla-
tion: hand+shoes). In this case, the decompounding mod-
ule might wrongly say that shoes is a hypernym of gloves.
Despite these exceptions, experiments with the develop-
ment corpus showed that the precision of the decompound-
ing module was still higher than that of the pattern-based
and morphosyntactic modules for Dutch. In addition, it also
deals with some of the shortcomings of the morphosyntac-
tic module as it limits the number of split points, can cor-
rectly process compounds with a linking-s and can be called
recursively for nested compounds.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Improving Recall
To find more correct hypernym relations, we expanded the
pattern-based and morphosyntactic modules with the de-
compounding module. Since compound terms are very
common in Dutch, especially in technical texts such as the
ones used for this experiment, this led to a significant in-
crease in recall. The pattern-based and morphosyntactic
modules combined were able to find 266 out of the 480
relations in the gold standard. The decompounding module
on its own already found 230 correct relations and all three
modules combined achieved a score of 410 correctly iden-
tified relations out of the 480 relations in the gold standard.
This means a recall of 85%, an increase of 30% over the
original system.

4.2. Improving Precision
The decompounding module did not overgenerate much
and got a high recall, which already increased the preci-

sion of the combined system with 9%. However, by using
additional filters based on the terminology extraction, the
precision could be further improved. We implemented 2
different filters. The first filter was based purely on the PoS
tags of the extracted terms: all terms which were assigned
a PoS pattern that was not in the list created on the basis
of the experiments carried out for the development corpus,
were automatically filtered out. The list we used was: N,
ADJ N, N N, N N N, N N N N, N PREP N, N CONJ-coord
N, N PREP DET N, N PREP ADJ N. This filter works well,
but may in some cases be too strict and discard some terms
which are still relevant. That is why we developed an al-
ternative filter, which filtered out all the same terms as the
first filter, except if they had a termhood score of more than
10. Even though, in the case of our test corpus, the second
filter made little difference, it may be a good safety precau-
tion when recall is more important than precision. These
filters can easily be adapted to focus more on precision or
recall by adding or deleting certain PoS categories and by
choosing a higher or lower minimum termhood score for
the second filter.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented proof-of-concept experiments for a data-
driven hypernym detection system for Dutch, which starts
from an automatically generated term list and combines
a pattern-based module, a morpho-syntactic analyzer and
a decompounding module. Both the precision and recall
of the extracted hypernym relations clearly improved by
adding the decompounding module. Precision was further
improved by filtering the results of the terminology extrac-
tion based on Part-of-Speech and termhood score.
In future work, we will investigate whether our methodol-
ogy, especially the decompounding module, works equally
well on other languages with many compounds, such as
German. In addition, we will work towards hypernym de-
tection in multiple levels. For example, if terrier is a hy-
ponym of dog, and dog is a hyponym of animal, then terrier
is also a hyponym of animal. Ultimately, this can result in
hypernym trees, which can be used to structure terminology
databases. Finally, during the annotation, we came upon
the problem of split compound terms, such as ”gezondheid-
en veiligheidsbescherming” (health and safety protection)
or split multiword terms such as ”elektrische en statische
vonken” (electric and static sparks). It was difficult or even
impossible to correctly annotate these terms with BRAT
and our hypernym detection system cannot process these
terms yet either. Nevertheless, this syntax is not uncommon
and systems for annotation, automatic terminology extrac-
tion and hypernym detection could benefit from being able
to process these complex terms and relations.
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